STEP FIVE
WEEK ONE
STEP FIVE:
Admitted to God to ourselves and to another human being the exact nature of
our wrongs.

THIS WEEKS THEME: Humility, Fearlessness and Honesty. Pages 72-75 are read which
contain the initial instructions for Step Five.

(Admitted)

Chapter 6
INTO ACTION

H

AVING MADE our p
personal inventory,
y what shall
we do about it? We have been trying to get a new
attitude, a new relationship
p with our Creator, and to discover the obstacles in our p
path. We have admitted certain
defects; we have ascertained in a rough way what the
trouble is; we have p
put our finger
g on the weak items in
our personal inventory. Now these are about to be cast
out. This requires
q
action on our ppart, which, when comppleted, will mean that we have admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being, the exact nature of
our defects. This brings
g us to the Fifth
f Stepp in the pprogram of recovery mentioned in the preceding chapter.
This is pperhaps
p difficult—especially
p
y discussing
g our
defects with another p
person. We think we have done
well enough in admitting these things to ourselves. There
is doubt about that. In actual ppractice, we usually
y find
a solitary self-appraisal insufficient. Many of us
thought
g it necessary
y to ggo much further. We will be
more reconciled to discussing
g ourselves with another
person when we see good reasons why we should do
so. The best reason first: If we skip
p this vital step,
p we
may not overcome drinking. Time after time newcomers have tried to keep
p to themselves certain facts about
their lives. Trying
y g to avoid this humbling
g experience,
p
they have turned to easier methods. Almost
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invariably
y they
y ggot drunk. Having
g ppersevered with the
rest of the p
program,
g
theyy wondered why
y they
y fell. We
think the reason is that they never completed their housecleaning.
g They
y took inventory
y all right,
g but hung
g on to
some of the worst items in stock. They only thoughtt they
had lost their egoism
g
and fear; they
y only
y thought
g t they
y had
humbled themselves. But they
y had not learned enough
g of
humility, fearlessness and honesty, in the sense we find it
necessary,
y until they
y told someone else alll their life story.
y
More than most people, the alcoholic leads a double
life. He is very
y much the actor. To the outer world he
ppresents his stage
g character. This is the one he likes his
fellows to see. He wants to enjoy a certain reputation,
but knows in his heart he doesn’t deserve it.
The inconsistency is made worse by the things he does
on his sprees.
p
Comingg to his senses, he is revolted at
certain episodes
p
he vaguely
g y remembers. These memories
are a nightmare. He trembles to think someone might have
these memoobserved him. As fast as he can, he pushes
p
ries far inside himself. He hopes they will never see the
light
g of day.
y He is under constant fear and tension—that
makes for more drinking.
g
Psychologists are inclined to agree with us. We have
spent
p thousands of dollars for examinations. We know but
few instances where we have given these doctors a fair
break. We have seldom told them the whole truth nor have
we followed their advice. Unwilling
g to be honest with
these sympathetic men, we were honest with no one else.
Small wonder many
y in the medical pprofession have a low
opinion of alcoholics and their chance for recovery!
We must be entirely honest with somebody if we
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expect
p to live long
g or happily
pp y in this world. Rightly
g y and
naturally, we think well before we choose the person or
ppersons with whom to take this intimate and confidential
step. Those of us belonging to a religious denomination
which requires
q
confession must, and of course, will want
to ggo to the pproperly
p y appointed
pp
authority
y whose duty
y it
is to receive it. Though we have no religious connection,
we may
y still do well to talk with someone ordained by
y an
established religion. We often find such a person quick to
see and understand our problem.
p
Of course, we sometimes encounter people who do not understand alcoholics.
If we cannot or would rather not do this, we search our
acquaintance for a close-mouthed, understanding friend.
Perhaps
p our doctor or ppsychologist
y
g will be the pperson. It
mayy be one of our own family,
y but we cannot disclose
anything to our wives or our parents which will hurt
them and make them unhappy.
ppy We have no right
g to save
our own skin at another person’s expense. Such parts of
our story
y we tell to someone who will understand, yyet be
unaffected. The rule is we must be hard on ourself, but
always considerate of others.
Notwithstanding
g the ggreat necessity
y for discussing
g
ourselves with someone, it may be one is so situated
that there is no suitable pperson available. If that is so,
this step
p may
y be ppostponed,
p
only,
y however, if we hold
ourselves in complete readiness to go through with it
at the first opportunity.
pp
y We sayy this because we are
very anxious that we talk to the right person. It is
important
p
that he be able to keep
p a confidence; that he
fully understand and approve what we are driving at;
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that he will not try to change our plan. But we must not
use this as a mere excuse to ppostpone.
p
When we decide who is to hear our story, we waste no
time. We have a written inventory
y and we are pprepared
p
for a long
g talk. We explain
p
to our ppartner what we are
about to do and why we have to do it. He should realize
that we are engaged
g g upon
p a life-and-death errand. Most
people approached in this way will be glad to help; they
will be honored by
y our confidence.
We ppocket our ppride and ggo to it, illuminating
g every
y
twist of character, every dark cranny of the past. Once
we have taken this step,
p withholding
g nothing,
g we are
delighted. We can look the world in the eye. We can be
alone at p
perfect peace
p
and ease. Our fears fall from us.
We begin to feel the nearness of our Creator. We may
have had certain spiritual
p
beliefs, but now we begin
g to
have a spiritual
p
experience.
p
The feeling
g that the drink
problem has disappeared will often come strongly. We
feel we are on the Broad Highway,
g
walking hand in hand
with the Spirit of the Universe.
Returning home we find a place where we can be quiet
for an hour, carefully reviewing what we have done. We
thank God from the bottom of our heart that we know
Him better. Taking this book down from our shelf we
turn to the page which contains the twelve steps. Carefully reading the first five proposals we ask if we have
omitted anything, for we are building an arch through
which we shall walk a free man at last. Is our work solid
so far? Are the stones properly in place? Have we
skimped on the cement put into the foundation? Have
we tried to make mortar without sand?

STEP FIVE
WEEK TWO
STEP FIVE:
Admitted to God to ourselves and to another human being the exact nature of
our wrongs.

THIS WEEKS THEME: Hour Long Review. A potent meditation, preparing our minds for the
surrender in Steps Six and Seven.
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that he will not try to change our plan. But we must not
use this as a mere excuse to postpone.
When we decide who is to hear our story, we waste no
time. We have a written inventory and we are prepared
for a long talk. We explain to our partner what we are
about to do and why we have to do it. He should realize
that we are engaged upon a life-and-death errand. Most
people approached in this way will be glad to help; they
will be honored by our confidence.
We pocket our pride and go to it, illuminating every
twist of character, every dark cranny of the past. Once
we have taken this step, withholding nothing, we are
delighted. We can look the world in the eye. We can be
alone at perfect peace and ease. Our fears fall from us.
We begin to feel the nearness of our Creator. We may
have had certain spiritual beliefs, but now we begin to
have a spiritual experience. The feeling that the drink
problem has disappeared will often come strongly. We
feel we are on the Broad Highway, walking hand in hand
with the Spirit of the Universe.
Returning
g home we find a pplace where we can be qquiet
for an hour, carefully
y reviewingg what we have done. We
thank God from the bottom of our heart that we know
Him better. Takingg this book down from our shelf we
turn to the page which contains the twelve steps. Carefully
y readingg the first five proposals
p p
we ask if we have
omitted anything,
y
g for we are buildingg an arch through
g
which we shall walk a free man at last. Is our work solid
so far? Are the stones p
properly
p y in place?
p
Have we
skimped on the cement put into the foundation? Have
we tried to make mortar without sand?

